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Abstract
Microscale computational fluid dynamics (CFD)models canbeused forwind resource assessment
on complex terrains. These models generally assume neutral atmospheric stratification, an
assumption that can lead to inaccurate modeling results and to large uncertainties at certain
sites. We propose a methodology for wind resource evaluation based on unsteady Reynolds
averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) simulations of diurnal cycles including the effect of thermal
stratification. Time-dependent boundary conditions are generated by a 1D precursor to drive 3D
diurnal cycle simulations for a given geostrophic wind direction sector. Time instants of the cycle
representative of four thermal stability regimes are sampled within diurnal cycle simulations and
combined with masts time series to obtain the wind power density (WPD). The methodology
has been validated on a complex site instrumented with seven met masts. The WPD spatial
distribution is in good agreement with observations with the mean absolute error improving
17.1% with respect to the neutral stratification assumption.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Microscale atmospheric models are widely used in wind energy for wind resource assessment (WRA) and wind turbine siting (eg, Ayotte1). In
the case of onshore sites, simple linear models like WAsP2 or MS-Micro3 are still in use by the industry. Such models are based on simplified
equations of motion, where the advection and turbulent terms are linearized. However, linear models are not able to correctly solve flow
separation and recirculation effects often occurring in complex terrain.4 This motivates the use of more complex engineering computational fluid
dynamics (CFD), typically built on the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. Several RANS turbulence models (eg, k − l, k − 𝜖,
k − 𝜔, etc) have been adapted to simulate atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) flows under neutral stratification (eg, Avila et al5), although neutral
atmospheric conditions are rarely observed in the real world.1,6 Over land, the ABL undergoes strong diurnal variations in response to surface
forcings, eg, frictional drag, terrain orography, and solar heating. The cycle of insolation is intrinsically dynamic and entails large variations in
quantities relevant to WRA like wind speed and direction or turbulence. In order to account for these thermal effects, microscale RANS models
need to be coupled with the energy conservation equation. Examples of thermally coupled RANS models can be found in Pieterse et al7 and
Koblitz et al.8 Both studies simulated thermal stratification effects on the flow field and compared reasonably well with observations. In particular,
Koblitz et al8 implemented the thermal model of Sogachev et al9 in the CFD solver EllipSys3D. Sogachev's model has the advantage that it does
not introduce additional coefficients, being suitable for any set of k-𝜖 model coefficients.
Two main approaches exist in the literature to prescribe time-dependent boundary conditions for thermally stratified RANS models in ABL
simulations. The first option consists of coupling dynamically with a mesoscale model. For example, Castro et al10 and Rodrigues et al11 coupled
the microscale models WINDIE and VENTOS with the WRF mesoscale model. Such dynamical downscaling strategies were able to simulate real
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atmospheric conditions and provided improvements in the wind speed predictions with respect to the mesoscale model results. However, given
its higher computational cost, dynamical downscaling methodologies are still unpractical for WRA. The second option consists on prescribing
inflow profiles already stratified. For example, Pieterse et al7 prescribed steady inflow profiles, and Koblitz et al8 used a 1D precursor to provide
time-dependent boundary conditions to EllipSys3D. Here, we adopt this second approach because of its general applicability and simplicity.
During WRA studies, RANS simulations for discretized inflow wind direction sectors are used to expand scattered mast observations of wind
distributions over the entire region of interest (RoI). To this end, model wind speedups and rota tions using a reference mast are frequency
weighed to transport mast annually averaged observations to any point of the domain. This paper proposes a methodology for WRA based
on diurnal cycle (DC) RANS simulations that introduce thermal stability as an additional parameter in the process. Section 2 presents the
Alya-CFDWind microscale wind model, in which the thermal model of Sogachev et al9 has been implemented to simulate a thermally stratified
ABL. Section 3 describes the methodology to run 3D DC simulations in complex terrains. Section 4 outlines our WRA methodology, including
the DC discretization using ABL stability classes, and applies the results obtained in section 3 to estimate the wind power density (WPD). Results
using the classical neutral stratification assumption and the proposed DC methodology are compared with observations from met masts. Finally,
section 5 presents the conclusions and discusses on future improvements of our methodology.
2 ALYA-CFDWIND THERMAL MODEL
2.1 Governing equations
Alya-CFDWind5,12 is a CFD code for the ABL implemented in Alya, a High Performance Computing multiphysics parallel solver based on the
finite element method.13,14 In order to consider atmospheric stability and Coriolis forces, we have implemented the thermal model of Sogachev
et al.9 The resulting Alya-CFDWind model equations are the incompressible unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) Equations 1 to
2, together with a k-𝜖 turbulence model (3) to (4) and the energy conservation Equation 5. The model uses the Boussinesq approximation for
thermal coupling in the momentum equation. Sogachev's model uses a maximum mixing length limitation model initially proposed by Apsley and
Castro.15 The resulting system of equations yields:
∇ · u = 0, (1)
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where the unknowns are the wind velocity u, the pressure p, the turbulent kinetic energy k, the dissipation rate 𝜖, and the potential temperature
𝜃 fields. The turbulent viscosity is given by 𝜈t =C𝜇k2∕𝜖, ∇s is the symmetric gradient operator, and fcez × u is the Coriolis force term, being
fc = 2Ω sin 𝜆 the Coriolis parameters (with the Earth's rotation rate Ω and the latitude 𝜆) and ez a unit vector pointing to the vertical direction. The
mixing length lm and the maximum mixing length lmax are computed as
lm = C
3∕4
𝜇
k3∕2
𝜖
, (6)
lmax = 𝛽
∫ ∞0 z
√
kdz
∫ ∞0
√
kdz
, (7)
where 𝛽 is a coefficient chosen such in a neutrally stratified atmosphere lmax = l0. Here, l0 is the Blackadar length
l0 = 0.0027
|ug|
fc
,
where ug is the geostrophic wind velocity. Sogachev et al9 found that the empirical value of 𝛽 = 0.075 in expression 7 agrees reasonably well
(lmax ≈ l0). The turbulent kinetic energy production rates by mechanical shear (Pk) and buoyant forces (Gk) are, respectively,
Pk = 2𝜈t
s
𝛁u ∶
s
𝛁u, (8)
Gk = −𝛼|g| 𝜈t
𝜎𝜃
𝜕𝜃
𝜕z
, (9)
where 𝛼 is the thermal expansion coefficient (𝛼 =1∕𝜃0 for ideal gases, being 𝜃0 =298.0 K the reference potential temperature), and 𝜎𝜃 is the
turbulent Prandtl number. Table 1 lists the model coefficients (from Panofsky and Dutton16) including the expression for C3 depending on the
stability-related function 𝛼G9 that, at the same time, depends on the local flux Richardson number Ri = −Gk∕Pk as
𝛼G =
{
(1 − lm∕lmax) for Ri > 0 (Stable)
1 − (1 + (C2 − 1)∕(C2 − C1)) lm∕lmax for Ri < 0 (Unstable).
(10)
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TABLE 1 Alya-CFDWind thermal model constants16
𝜅 C𝜇 C1 C2 C3 𝜎k 𝜎𝜖 𝜎𝜃
0.41 0.033 1.176 1.92 1 + (C1 − C2)𝛼G 1.0 1.238 0.9
2.2 Boundary conditions
The Alya-CFDWind model Equations 1 to 5 must be supplied with initial and boundary conditions. The boundaries of the computational domain
are classified into bottom, top, lateral inflow, and lateral outflow.
• On the bottom boundary, wall law functions are imposed to verify the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory17 for momentum, energy, and
turbulence equations. The imposed shear stress 𝝉wall and boundary heat flux qw are related to the wind velocity and potential temperature at
a distance 𝛿w from the ground (wall distance), as follows:
𝛕w = −u∗vu∗k
u(𝛿w)|u(𝛿w)| , (11)
𝜃(𝛿w) − 𝜃wall =
𝜎t𝜃∗
𝜅
[
ln
(
1 + 𝛿w
z0
)
− Ψh
(
𝛿w
L
)]
, (12)
where z0 is the terrain roughness length, 𝜃wall is the potential temperature at the wall, and 𝜅 is the Von Karman constant (𝜅 = 0.41). The two
scale friction velocities u∗v and u∗k are based on the velocity modulus and turbulent kinetic energy, respectively, being defined as follows:
|u(𝛿w)| = u∗v
𝜅
[
ln
(
1 + 𝛿w
z0
)
− Ψm
(
𝛿w
L
)]
u∗k = C
1∕4
𝜇 k(𝛿w)1∕2
The friction potential temperature is 𝜃∗=qwall∕𝜌cpu∗k, where qwall is the downwards surface heat flux, cp is the heat capacity, and 𝜌 is the air
density. The correction terms Ψm(𝛿w∕L) and Ψh(𝛿w∕L) account for thermal stability and are functions of the ratio 𝛿w∕L, where L is the Obukhov
length (L=u2∗v∕𝜅𝛼|g|𝜃∗). For the turbulent kinetic energy, a zero diffusion through the wall is imposed (ie, ∇k · n=0, where n is the wall outwards
normal vector). The dissipation rate at 𝛿w is imposed to verify equilibrium as
𝜖 (𝛿w) =
u3∗k
𝜅 (𝛿w + z0)
. (13)
• On the top boundary, symmetry boundary conditions (zero normal gradient) are imposed for the tangential velocity component, 𝜃, k, and 𝜖.
The normal velocity component is prescribed to zero (ie, u · n=0).
• On the inflow boundary, vertical profiles for u, 𝜃, k, and 𝜖 are imposed from a precursor simulation (see section 3.1) assuming uniform
roughness and flat terrain.
• On the outflow boundary, symmetry boundary conditions are imposed for 𝜃, k, and 𝜖. For the momentum equation, two options exist, to
impose the geostrophic pressure and no shear stress or to prescribe the velocity vertical profiles (ie, to impose Dirichlet conditions at the
outflow). The advantages/drawbacks of each option are discussed in section 3.
3 DC SIMULATION
The simulation of a DC on complex terrain implies the preprocess, the AlyaCFD-Wind simulation and the postprocess. A set of preprocessing
software tools assimilate terrain information, generate a structured mesh (see Gargallo-Peiró et al18,19 for details) and impose initial and
time-dependent boundary conditions (IC and Boundary Conditions (BC)). The presentwork assumes that the computationalmeshes are composed
by hexahedral elements and have three differentiated regions: an external flat buffer (used to accommodate the inflow BCs and to avoid
recirculation at the outflow boundary), an adjacent transition zone, and an inner higher-resolution zone, henceforth called RoI. The IC and BCs
are generated by means of a 1D precursor model that assumes uniform roughness and flat terrain.5
3.1 The 1D precursor model
The Alya-CFDWind 1D precursor model is a single-column model that assumes flat terrain and horizontally homogeneous flows. This precursor
model is used to obtain vertical profiles of the unknowns, which are later imposed as IC and BCs to Alya-CFDWind. To simulate a DC, the
precursor model needs as BCs a time-varying wall temperature (or surface heat flux) and a geostrophic wind at top.
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The precursor model was validated against the GABLS2 benchmark,20 a challenging case of strong DC over dry land. To facilitate the model
intercomparison in Svensson et al,20 the forcing conditions (driving the DC) were simplified giving rise to an ‘‘idealized’’ case that considered a
constant geostrophic wind velocity of |ug| = 9.5 ms−1. In addition to GABLS2, we also introduced amodified version of the benchmark, henceforth
called CYCLE. This consists of a periodic repetition of the boundary conditions of the first day in GABLS2. The CYCLE is meant to guarantee
that, after enough simulation time, the results of the 1D precursor model are cyclic and independent of the initial condition (IC). Figure 1 shows
time-varying surface temperatures of both DCs (GABLS2 and CYCLE), used as the bottom condition for the 1D Alya-CFDWind precursor model.
Figure 2 shows 1D precursormodel vertical profiles at noon (thermally unstable) and midnight (thermally stable). Note that the CYCLE periodic
run needed five cycles to achieve periodicity. As expected, the unstable and stable regimes show large differences. For example, the nocturnal
boundary layer (NBL) height is slightly above 100m, contrasting with the 1-km ABL height at noon. Furthermore, there is a relatively high and
well-defined nocturnal low-level jet of about u = 12ms−1 at the top of the NBL. This contrasts with the u = 6.5 ms−1 at the same height during
the unstable regime (as seen in Sanz-Rodrigo et al21). Turbulent kinetic energy also shows large differences, specially until a height of 100m.
Figure 3 compares precursor near-surface results (GABLS2 and CYCLE) with those from the large eddy simulation (LES) in Kumar et al22 and
the RANS single-column models (SCMs) spread from Svensson et al.20 It is observed that GABLS and CYCLE runs obtain very similar results
FIGURE 1 Time series of surface temperature for GABLS2 and CYCLE 1D diurnal cycles. The GABLES2 benchmark actually starts on 22
October 1999 at 16 hours local time (LT) allowing 8 hours of spin-up. The 23 October 1999 is selected as the evaluation period and is the
segment that is repeated in the periodic CYCLE [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
FIGURE2 Vertical profiles of wind velocity, turbulent kinetic energy, and potential temperature at 12:00 (top) and at 24:00 local time (LT) (bottom)
for GABLS2 and CYCLE (five consecutive periodic cycles Cycle 1 to Cycle 5 are shown) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIGURE 3 GABLS2 23 October 1999 time series of friction velocity (top), 10-m wind velocity (middle), and surface heat flux (bottom).
Comparison between large eddy simulation (LES) simulation from Kumar et al,22 our precursor model (GABLS2 and Cycle5 results), and the
single-column model (SCM) spread reported in Svensson et al20 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
during night time and slightly differ during day time. These differences between the precursor and the LES model appear in the 10-m wind
velocity and surface heat flux (Figure 3). Despite this, the precursor results lay within the spread of the SCMs.
3.2 Alya-CFDWind simulations
We consider a very complex terrain site located in the Mexican state of Puebla. This site was intensively monitored during a wind resource
assessment campaign by a private company that gave us access to a part of the long-period dataset acquired. This dataset consisted on 80m
height wind measurements from seven met masts instrumented with sonic anemometers for a total period of acquisition of 3 years.
3.2.1 Mesh setup
For the Puebla case, we defined a domain with an inner RoI of 6.4×13 km2 as shown Figure 4. In this inner part, the horizontal grid resolution
was set to 𝛿x=𝛿y=100 m. Around it, we used a gradually increasing element size (transition zone) until the buffer zone. The transition and buffer
regions (Figure 4) are 1 and 50 km long, respectively. The buffer needs to be long to impose the outflow boundary conditions far enough of the
RoI. In the vertical direction, the grid has 60 vertical layers growing geometrically in size inside the ABL (up to ∼ 1000m height) from 1 to 170m.
The top of the mesh was placed at 2.4 km above the highest terrain elevation.
3.2.2 Precursor simulation
We ran the 1D precursor simulation with the CYCLE time-varying surface temperature (as in section 3.1), with a geostrophic wind velocity of|ug| = 17.5ms−1 and the Coriolis factor fc = 4.5 × 10−5 s−1, corresponding to a latitude 18◦. The increment of |ug| with respect to the GABLS2
benchmark (|ug| = 9.5ms−1) was introduced to reduce the Coriolis and the thermal coupling effects, reducing the numerical complexity of the
Alya-CFDWind simulation. From dimensionless analysis, the influence on the flow of the Coriolis and thermal terms depend, respectively, on
fc∕ug and 1∕L. Therefore, these effects decrease when the characteristic velocity ug is increased.
3.2.3 Boundary conditions
In the case of steady-state neutral simulations, Alya-CFDWind BCs consist on prescribed inflow vertical profiles, outflow symmetric BCs for k and
𝜖, and geostrophic pressure and no shear stress for the momentum equation at the outflow boundary (section 2.2). In contrast, during DC thermal
simulations, inflow and outflow BCs change over time. Inflow BCs consist of vertical profiles coming from the 1D precursor model. Outflow
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FIGURE 4 Puebla test case. Horizontal mesh representation with the inner part colored (left) and a zoom of the inner region of interest (Farm
Zone) at 100-m resolution (right) showing contours of topography. The computational mesh has 1.6 million nodes. The horizontal red line marks
the longitudinal cut used in further plots, and M1 is the reference mast used for wind resource assessment (WRA) [Colour figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
BCs are still symmetric for 𝜃, k, and 𝜖. However, when the geostrophic pressure is imposed on the outflow boundary as in the neutral case,
the differences between the pressure of the flow reaching the outflow and the prescribed pressure generate significant recirculations that can
destabilize the simulation. As the temperature profile at the outflow boundary is not known a priori, it is not possible to prescribe an appropriate
outflow pressure. An alternative to avoid imposing the pressure at the outflow, is to prescribe vertical profiles for u (Dirichlet outflow condition).
This type of outflow condition is not frequently used in complex terrain simulations because it produces numerical oscillations near the outflow
wall. We circumvented this issue by placing the outflow boundary more than 50 km downwind from the RoI. This strategy guarantees that the
flow field has almost recovered the flat terrain shape structure when reaching the outflow, so that the oscillations generated are spurious and
localized in the buffer region.
3.2.4 Time integration step
The 1D precursor profiles are imposed over the whole domain as ICs. In order to accommodate these ICs, we used a small integration time step
of 𝛿t = 0.15 s (which led to a Courant number C ≈ 1) during the first 200 time integration steps. Then, we increased 𝛿t progressively up to a
value of 𝛿t = 6 s, which remained constant until the end of the simulation. The obtained Courant number (C) varied between C = 40 and C = 90
when using 𝛿t = 6 s. These values justifies the implicit discretization of the equations. Each DC for the Puebla case needed approximately 24
times the number of CPU hours needed for the neutral simulation.
3.2.5 Results
Figure 5 shows Puebla contour plots across a longitudinal vertical cut plane (red line in the right plot of Figure 4) for ux, k, and 𝜃 considering
a geostrophic wind direction of 270◦ and for two time instants, at 2 (thermally stable) and at 14 hours (thermally unstable) local time (LT). The
figure shows also vertical profiles at four different locations (white lines in the vertical cuts) to highlight differences between both time instants.
Large ux vertical gradients are observed in the 2 hours LT plots, favored by the strong stable thermal stratification. In this situation, the large
𝜃 vertical gradients inhibit the vertical mixing and the resulting homogenization of the NBL. The top of the NBL is slightly above 2.8 km asl
(around 400m above the lowest terrain height in the figure). At this height, large values of ux denote a low-level jet of around ux ≈20ms−1.
The blocking effect of the hills, which enhance the production of k in the jet with a peak up to k ≈4m2s−2, are also visible. Note that, just
above the NBL, k drops and almost vanishes. Note also that the flow is not allowed to go uphill and recirculates on the left part of the ux plot
(ux shows negative values near the surface). These stable stratified plots contrast significantly with the plots at 14 hours LT. At this time, the
𝜃 plots show an ABL thermally unstable that enhances vertical mixing and favors a well-mixed ABL. The 𝜃 and k vertical profiles indicate that
the top of the ABL is at around 3.4 km asl (around 1000m above the lowest terrain height in the figure). The vertical profiles of ux are smooth
and gradually grow with height near the top of the hills. The turbulent kinetic energy k has its maximum near the surface and decreases gently
with height.
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FIGURE 5 Contour plots and vertical profiles at four sites (marked with thin vertical white lines) at 2 hours (thermally stable) and 14hours
(thermally unstable) local time (LT) for longitudinal velocity ux (top), turbulent kinetic energy k (middle), and potential temperature 𝜃 (bottom)
along the 6 km length cross section shown in Figure 4. Results for the diurnal cycle simulation with a geostrophic wind direction of 270◦, ie,
aligned with the x axis [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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4 WIND RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
The classical neutral-based WRA methodology classifies near-surface wind time series from met masts into wind direction sectors and velocity
bins. Microscale simulations accounting for terrain effects are then used to extrapolate measurements over the RoI and to obtain yearly averaged
quantities of interest like mean wind speed or WPD. In this classical approach, the number of simulations can vary depending on the number of
wind direction sectors used.
4.1 Methodology to include thermal stability
DC simulations introduce a third component in addition to wind direction and velocity, the thermal stability class. This requires a classification of
the observed wind time series into thermal stability classes to generate three-dimensional wind roses.
4.1.1 Classification of wind time series into thermal stability classes
Ideally, a WRA measuring campaign should have heat flux and temperature sensors at different heights to construct a long-period (yearly) wind
rose for each thermal stability class. Unfortunately, the Puebla dataset does not contain either heat fluxes nor temperature measurements. This
limitation forced us to define a methodology to extract thermal stability classes using mesoscale simulations for the evaluation period. We used
the mesoscale Weather Research and Forecasting model23 (WRF; see Table 2 for model setup) outputs as a virtual mast for the RoI. The WRF
model provided ground heat fluxes (HG) and surface heat fluxes (HS), and we also diagnosed the static thermal stability (Δ𝜃∕Δz) using 5 and
100m height potential temperatures (𝜃). Ground heat fluxes HG were used because they showed a good agreement with day-night alternation
(HG < 0 W·m−2 and HG > 0 W·m−2, respectively). All quantities were space averaged over the WRF points inside RoI at the same level (the RoI
contains 3 × 5 WRF grid points in each horizontal plane). The Obukhov length from WRF was not used because the obtained values were very
heterogeneous inside the RoI. Four different stability classes (stable, stable-to-unstable transition, unstable, and unstable-to-stable transition)
were delimited as defined in the following scheme:
HG
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
< 0.0W ·m−2 and Δ𝜃∕Δz
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
> 1.0K · km−1 and HS
{
< 0.0W ·m−2 → Stable
> 0.0W ·m−2 → Unstable to Stable
< −1.0K · km−1 and HS
{
> 0.0W ·m−2 → Unstable
< 0.0W ·m−2 → Unstable to Stable
1.0K · km−1 > Δ𝜃∕Δz > −1.0K · km−1 → Unstable to Stable
> 0.0W ·m−2 and Δ𝜃∕Δz
{
< −1.0K · km−1 and HS > 0.0W ·m−2 → Unstable
> −1.0K · km−1 → Stable to Unstable
4.1.2 DC simulations and sampling of stability classes
For each DC simulation, our methodology selects one time instant as representative of each stability class. This criterion is simpler than a wind
time-series classification because it builds on the idealized 1D precursor simulations that neglect atmospheric effects like humidity, latent heat, or
TABLE 2 Configuration and physical parameterizations of the WRF-ARW (version 3.4.1) model
for the Puebla test case
WRF-ARW configuration
Model version 3.4.1
Initial and lateral BCs Operational forecast deterministic ECMWF model at 0.125◦ resolution
Domains 1
Horizontal grid resolution 3 km
Horizontal grid size 86 × 86
Vertical levels 60 levels, with top at 50∖,hPa
Simulation length 48 h (spin-up of 24 h)
Integration time step 20 s
WRF-ARW 3.4.1 physical schemes
Microphysics WRF single-moment 6-class (WSM6)24
Cumulus Modified Kain-Fritsch25
Surface Layer ETA Monin-Obukhov26
Land Surface Unified Noah Land Surface Model (LSM)27
Planet Boundary Layer Mellor Yamada Janjic (MYJ)28
Long-wave Radiation Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM)29
Short-wave Radiation Dudhia30
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FIGURE 6 Left: Obukhov length time evolution of Cycle 5 diurnal cycle using Alya-CFDWind1D model. The red vertical lines indicate the time
instants that are considered representative of each thermal stability class. Right: wind velocity vertical profiles for each stability class
(logarithmic scale) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
mesoscale tendencies. In the 1D precursor runs, we consider the surface heat fluxes (HS) and the Obukhov length (L) (at first 1D model element)
to recognize and delimit stable and unstable regimes and their transitions considering
HS
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
< 0W ·m−2 and L < 200m → Stable
> 0W ·m−2 and L > −200m→ Ustable
= 0W ·m−2 and L → ±∞ → Transitions.
(14)
Finally, we analyze the |u| vertical profiles (first 100m above terrain) to select the simulation time instant representative of stable and unstable
regimes. The time instants selected are those representative of a period where the |u| vertical profile remain constant for certain hours (2-3 hours).
Left plot in Figure 6 shows the time evolution of L, with vertical lines denoting the time instants assumed representative of each thermal stability
class. The right plot in Figure 6 shows the wind speed profiles up to 140m during the selected time instants.
4.1.3 Averaged wind speed-up andWPD
The final step of the WRA procedure consists of the calculation of the mean wind speed and the wind power fields for each thermal stability
class. These results are later weighted according to the percentages of occurrence of each stability class to obtain the WPD and the annually
averaged speed-ups. The WPD is defined as
WPD = 1
2
𝜌|u|3, (15)
being 𝜌 the air density, and |u|3 the expected value for the cubic wind velocity.
4.2 Results for the Puebla site
This section compares and validatesWRA results at the Puebla site considering the classical neutral stratified (NS)methodology and the proposed
DC methodology. We considered 16 evenly spaced sectors (one simulation every 22.5◦) for each methodology to complete the WRA. The
evaluation of both methodologies used approximately 1 year of wind measurements from seven masts (M1-M7) at 80m height. M1 was selected
as the reference mast to calculate relative quantities like the speed-up fields. Some of the obtained results are shown as normalized values
because data are confidential and not publicly available. To this end, we normalized the WPD (WPD') field with respect to the mean WPD
calculated by measurements at all masts:
WPD′(x, y) = WPD(x, y)
1
N
∑N
n=1
WPDn
, (16)
where WPDn is the WPD calculated using the wind velocity measurements in mast n, and N is the total number of masts. The normalized bias
(NB; in %) of the simulated WPD (WPDSimulatedn ) at each mast (n) is defined as
NBn = 100%
(
WPDSimulatedn −WPDn
WPDn
)
. (17)
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FIGURE 7 Wind speed-up contour plots at 80m above the terrain for the neutral case and the four stability classes. Simulations using a
constant geostrophic wind direction of 𝜙 = 90◦ (ie, westward flow) and a geostrophic wind velocity of |ug| = 17.5ms−1. The site has a
preferential incoming wind direction of 𝜙 = 90◦ ±10◦ with around an 80 % of incidence per year. Speed-ups are relative to the reference mast
M1. Contours of topography are shown for reference [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
4.2.1 Results for the 90◦ sector
The Puebla site has a preferential incoming wind direction of 𝜙 = 90◦ ±10◦ with around an 80% of occurrence. Figure 7 plots Alya-CFDWind
results for the dominant 90◦ geostrophic wind direction, to compare the neutral model and the instants extracted from the DC, representative
of each stability class. The plots in Figure 7 show the wind speed-ups relative to mast M1 at 80m height. The neutral case shows that the
wind speed increases with terrain elevation. However, this is not maintained in the stable and stable-to-unstable cases, which show a strong
down-slope speed-up in the western part of the RoI favored by the strong nocturnal boundary layer stratification. Note that the stable and
the stable-to-unstable plots present minor differences, suggesting that during stable stratification, the wind profiles remain quite unchanged
regardless of the selected time instant. On the other hand, the wind speed-up fields in the unstable and the unstable-to-stable time instants are
similar to the neutral case. The speed-up values are close to one on the RoI, and the down-slope effect is not observed.
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FIGURE 8 Validation at masts M2 to M7 using normalized WPD for each different thermal stability class. Observations in gray (OBS), results for
the neutral case in red (NS), and results for the diurnal cycle strategy in blue (DC) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
4.2.2 Wind power density obtained for each thermal stability class
Figure 8 shows the obtained WPD' (Equation 16) at the met masts for each stability class. This figure compares the predicted WPD' for NS and
DC simulations against the WPD' calculated from wind measurements. It is seen that the DC WPD' predictions are in closer agreement with
observations than the WPD' obtained using NS. This is true for all stability classes and over all masts with the only exception of M4 for stable
cases. As it was observed in Figure 7, the unstable-to-stable DC class and the NS simulation predict a similar wind distribution.
4.2.3 Wind power density results
Here, we compare the total WPD and mean speed-up obtained using DC and NS simulations. The DC methodology weighted each stability
class using the percentages of occurrence obtained fromWRF simulations: 37.0% stable, 8.5% stable-to-unstable transition, 28.0% unstable, and
26.5% unstable-to-stable transition. Figure 9 shows the ratios between the DC and the NS methodologies for the mean speed-up and the WPD
at 80m height. It is observed that the results present an east-west pattern, very similar to the stable case in Figure 7, because easterly winds are
very prevalent (80% of direction frequency), and the stable stratification also dominates (37.0% of stability frequency).
Figure 10 presents the validation results of the DC and NS methodologies against WPD' values derived from observations. The left plot
shows that the DC methodology highly improves the prediction of the WPD distribution at masts, showing an WPD' distribution much closer to
observations. Note that M2 and M3 are installed in nearby hills (see right plot in Figure 9). There, NS simulations predict a higher WPD at M2
than at M3. However, measurements and the proposed thermal methodology show the opposite. On the right of Figure 10, the NB (Equation 17)
of the DC and NS methodologies are shown with respect to the observations. The improvement of the DC methodology is evident observing
this figure. In particular, a great improvement is observed at masts M3, M5, and M6, where the WPD NB is close to 50% for the neutral case and
less than 22% for the DC. In addition, the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE =
∑
n|NBn|∕N) decreases from 30.1% to 13.0% respect to the
classical neutral methodology.
4.2.4 Sensitivity to the DC for the 90◦ sector
We studied the sensitivity of the obtained speed-ups to the DC considering three different cycles and the neutral case. Table 3 summarizes the
four simulations considered. Cycle 1 is the DC described in section 3.2 (in the precursor simulation subsection) and used for all the previous
results. Cycle 2 considers the same time-varying surface temperature as Cycle 1 and a lower geostrophic wind velocity |ug| = 12ms−1. This
reduction of geostrophic wind velocity increases the thermal coupling and Coriolis effects. Cycle 3 considers a reduced temperature amplitude
ΔTwall respect to Cycle 1 and the same geostrophic wind velocity |ug| = 17.5ms−1. This ΔTwall reduction reduces the thermal coupling effects.
The most challenging case in terms of modeling was Cycle 2 due to the highest thermal coupling effects. Figure 11 shows the obtained speed-ups
for each stability class at masts M2 to M7 for the dominant 90◦ sector. The most remarkable difference appears in the stable class, where Cycle
1 predicts a lower speed-up at M7 than the rest. It is also observed that Cycle 3 results are the most similar to neutral results due to the lower
thermal coupling. In contrast, Cycle 2 speed-ups distribution in the unstable class differs most from the rest due to the higher thermal coupling
effects. Despite these differences, the three cycles predict similar speed-up patterns.
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FIGURE 9 Left: the annual average speed-up ratio between the diurnal cycle and the neutral wind resource assessment (WRA) results at 80m
height. Middle: WPD ratio between the diurnal cycle and the neutral WRA results at 80m height. Right: topography contours and locations of
masts M1 to M7. Mast M1 is used as the reference for speed-up computation, and masts M2 to M7 are used for validation [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
FIGURE 10 Left: validation at masts M2 to M7 using normalized wind power density (WPD) (Equation 16). Observations in gray (OBS), results
for the neutral case in red (NS), and results for the diurnal cycle strategy in blue (DC). Right: normalized bias (Equation 17) at masts M2 to M7 for
neutral (red) and diurnal cycle (blue) wind resource assessment (WRA) cases. The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) for all masts are
30.09% and 12.97% for the neutral and diurnal cycle strategies, respectively [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
TABLE 3 Summary of the diurnal cycles used in
the sensitivity analysisa
Name Daily ΔTwall (K) |ug| (ms−1)
Neutral 0.0 17.5
Cycle 1 19.8 17.5
Cycle 2 19.8 12.0
Cycle 3 13.5 17.5
aThe analysis used the 90◦ sector for representativity.
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FIGURE 11 Comparison of the speed-ups at masts M2 to M7 respect to mast M1 between the neutral case and the different diurnal cycles for
the 90◦ sector. Neutral case in gray, results for the Cycle 1 in red, Cycle 2 in blue, and Cycle 3 in purple [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
5 CONCLUSIONS
A WRA methodology built on DC URANS simulations has been proposed and evaluated. This methodology introduces thermal stability as an
additional parameter to account for thermal stratification effects in the wind field. The proposed methodology is physically more complex and
computationally more expensive than the classical neutral steady-state assumption. However, this new methodology is able to capture wind
flow behaviors that are not captured by steady-state neutral simulations. At Puebla site, the obtained differences between stable and unstable
stratified flow fields were remarkable. In the stable stratified class, the obtained results showed a significant wind speed-up gradient in the
western part of the domain, which is not captured by the neutral simulation. Directly related to this, the WPD distribution over the RoI is in
closer agreement with mast observations in all stability classes and, particularly, in the final frequency-weighted aggregated results. At Puebla,
the results obtained using the proposed methodology showed an averaged absolute error reduction on WPD from 30.1% to 13.0% with respect
to the neutral ABL assumption. It has also been shown that the obtained results have a small dependence on the DC parameters.
This study has shown the potential of the DCmethodology. Although the obtained results are encouraging, future studies should address some
critical aspects to build a more robust methodology. The sensitivity to the different choices of parameters in the DC need to be studied in more
detail. Another possibility is to move towards a more realistic DC that would leave some rather arbitrary choices out of the methodology, for
example, using DCs more representative of the region under study. This could be achieved by linking the methodology with statistical weather
classification techniques. In addition to that, a more realistic temperature distribution should be imposed over the ground, for example, using a
temperature field depending on the insolation angle and terrain elevation.
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